
When it comes to the channels in our chart, it's important to
understand that in order for you to have a channel you must first
have a defined center and an active gate on either end.

A channel provides you with a specific way that you can use the
energy flow between the two defined gates. It's where you may
experience a strong sense of flow or feeling in sync.

In your business, you may find that the way you bring things to life is
through the channels you have active in your chart. I also like to call
these your strongest strengths.

Let's dive into the channels and what they mean and how you might
notice them showing up in your business. The correct way for your
channels to work optimally is to follow your strategy and authority.
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The Channel of Awareness: 61-24 (Head to Ajna). This is
classified as the thinking channel, the mindfulness channel.
This channel provides you with spontaneous insights that
contain deep truth. This may inspire others when shared
correctly.

The Channel of Logic: 63-4 (Head to Ajna). This is a
projected channel, which means that you need to be
invited to use this channel correctly. When aligned, this
channel brings mental ease, but can be mixed with doubt
when unaligned. It's about bringing awareness to the
purpose of life and where to direct your attention.

The Channel of Abstraction: 64-47 (Head to Ajna). This
channel is about inspiring and helping others. It's about
finding a balance between searching for the meaning of
life and learning to enjoy the moment. It can bring clarity
following a lot of mental activity.
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The Channel of Curiosity: 11-56 (Ajna to Throat). This
channel is about eternal pursuit, not about personal goal
achievement. Your ideas will motivate others into action.
This is about staying curious and not seeking results.
Learning for the pure joy of learning.

The Acceptance Channel: 17-62 (Ajna to Throat). This
channel is about being straightforward in what you say. It's
a channel for the manifestation of logic. Your opinions hold
influence but not if they are forced on to others. Correct
timing is needed when sharing your thoughts.

The Channel of Structuring: 23-43 (Ajna to Throat). This
channel is about articulating your thoughts into the human
language so others can understand. This is an in-the-
moment channel. Your insights are expressed in the here
and now.
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The Channel of Inspiration: 8-1 (Throat to G Center).
This is a projected channel, which means that correct
timing and an invitation is needed to correctly share from
this channel. This is a creative energy and is about
expressing yourself creatively and inspiring others to
express their creativity. You're able to motivate others and
lead, but the goal isn't to be a leader, but to be recognized
for your gifts.

The Alpha Channel: 31-7 (Throat to G Center). This is
often referred to as the leadership channel. But it's about
being an elected or chosen leader. Self-proclamation is not
the correct use of this channel. Recognition is key in order
for the Alpha Channel to be correctly seen as an Alpha.

The Prodigal Son Channel: 13-33 (Throat to G Center).
This channel is a leadership channel. You're designed to
pass on your insights and wisdom to others. Your past
mistakes can serve as warnings to others. This is about
helping others to learn from your mistakes so they don't
make the same missteps.
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The Waves of Manifestation Channel: 16-48 (Throat to
Spleen). This channel is about developing what you love.
You are designed to develop a talent you have through
constant implementation and improvement. Look to your
natural gifts and give yourself the opportunity to creatively
realize who you are.

The Channel of Awakening: 10-20 (Throat to G Center).
This channel has a clear path and knows exactly which
direction to head. You have a strong self-esteem and love
of life. When you're aligned, you'll feel confident and
tranquil in the moment, not worry about the future at all.

The Neural Wave Channel: 20-57 (Throat to Spleen).
This channel is about following your intuition and impulses
in the moment. It's not a rational impulse of the mind, but
a body decision, one discovered through your intuition.
Pay attention to what your body tells you right now.
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The Money Channel: 21-45 (Throat to Heart). This
channel is about making money. You were born to do so!
Your willpower is strong. You're not designed to work for
others. You are the sole player and you don't submit to
anyone else. You'll easily attract investors when needed.

The Charisma Channel: 20-34 (Throat to Sacral). This
channel is pure manifesting generator! This is about taking
action in response to your Sacral. You either want to take
action or not. This is not about thinking, this is about
feeling what is right in the moment, figuring things out
along the way and manifesting following your gut.

The Channel of Openness: 12-22 (Throat to Solar
Plexus). This channel is about connecting to your
emotions. This allows you to influence those around you
with your deep and rich emotional world. You're designed
to self-express and achieve manifestation through
expressing your feelings and emotions clearly.

The Channel of Transience: 35-36 (Throat to Solar
Plexus). This channel is about building your wisdom and
sharing it with the world. It's not about logic, but about
taking adventures and acquiring wisdom along the way to
then teach and share it with the world.
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The Channel of Research: 10-34 (G Center to Sacral).
This channel is about trusting yourself and your inner
beliefs. You'll always head in the right direction if you
follow your response. You're the explorer, here to uncover
life's mysteries.

The Heartbeat Channel: 2-14 (G Center to Sacral). This
channel has the ability to see the correct direction for your
life and motivates others to follow your example. This is a
creative channel and will help you determine and change
direction in life, but also for others too.

The Channel of Rhythm: 5-15 (G Center to Sacral). This
channel determines the direction of the life force, the flow
of life. You're someone who acts as an example for others.
To live your life in flow, with a deep connection to nature
and the animal world.
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The Perfect Form Channel: 10-57 (G Center to Spleen).
This channel is about allowing your intuition, talent and
desire to create and be followed. Extremely adaptable, you
fit in anywhere. You're the artist of your own life!

The Channel of Initiation: 25-51 (G Center to Heart).
This channel is about constant improvement of yourself,
helping you to be your best self, to jump into the unknown,
and motivate others. Imperfect action is your jam.

The Channel of Discovery: 29-46 (G Center to Sacral).
This channel is about immersing yourself in life
experiences by following your strategy and authority (with
zero expectations). When you do this, you'll realize there
are no defeats, just new discoveries.
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The Mutation Channel: 3-60 (Sacral to Root). This
channel has a huge reserve of energy but it is
unpredictable due to the initiating and pulsating nature of
the root energy. You're well equipped to transition
between chaos and order, balancing the two with ease
when aligned.

The Channel of Concentration: 9-52 (Sacral to Root).
This channel can bring clarity to even the most chaotic
process. Able to focus on the details is a unique ability of
someone with this channel. You have the potential to
create maximum focus and concentration, without being
tense or stressed. You can see the whole picture with ease.

The Ripening Channel: 42-53 (Sacral to Root). This
channel is about cycles. Going through cycles until you
learn the wisdom and maturity you need. Until then, the
cycles will repeat. Life is a journey and you're meant to
enjoy the process and not worry so much about where
you're going.
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The Channel of Intimacy: 6-59 (Sacral to Solar Plexus).
This channel is about creating strong personal alliances to
build deep and trusting relationships that are fertile... in
every sense of the world. This is a sexual channel and if
you have this channel, you'll be bright and creative, easily
attracting others to you by simply being you. Be picky in
choosing your life partner as you're not into fleeting
connections.

The Power Channel: 34-57 (Sacral to Spleen). This
channel is intuitive power. You're naturally gifted with the
ability to perceive things in the moment and act
accordingly. You can rely heavily on your intuition through
this channel, it won't ever let you down if you follow it.

The Preservation Channel: 27-50 (Sacral to Spleen). This
channel carries the role of the caregiver. You were born to
be responsible. You care about others and have a genuine
concern for those in your world.
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The Channel of Community: 37-40 (Heart to Solar
Plexus). This channel is about the concept of
'transactions'. The energy is "you are for me, and I am for
you". This is not about money, it's about people finding
mutually beneficial cooperation. Helping others and
trusting they will help you in return.

The Change Channel: 26-44 (Heart to Spleen). This
channel holds the gift of persuasion. You're drawn to work
with people. Your ideas are well received by others and
appreciated. You are the ultimate salesperson!
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The Emoting Channel: 39-55 (Solar Plexus to Root). This
channel is about living in a state of mood swings,
understanding the downs are just as important as the ups.
Trusting that the wave will pass and surrounding yourself
with people who can lift you up when needed.

The Recognition Channel: 41-30 (Solar Plexus to Root).
This channel is about helping you fulfil your true desires.
You'll receive urges and impulses to try life and taste what
it has to offer, ultimately discovering your true dreams.

The Channel of Synthesis: 19-49 (Root to Solar Plexus).
This is a projected channel, so you'll need to first be
recognized before entering into relationships. This channel
has heightened sensitivity. You're able to balance your own
interests with the needs of others so that you can provide
fair decisions. You have a high emotional openness in your
interactions as well.
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The Channel of Judgment: 18-58 (Spleen to Root). This
channel has a lot of energy to improve patterns. To
implement when called upon. Due to the excess energy,
it's important that you burn this off in healthy ways, such
as through sports and exercise.

The Channel of Struggle: 28-38 (Root to Spleen). If you
have this channel you were born to fight. You're designed
to follow your own life path, in spite of any obstacles you
might face along the way. You like to do things your own
way and a lot of people won't understand you and that's
ok but it can make things a struggle. 

The Transformation Channel: 32-54 (Root to Spleen).
This channel is about the need to be in motion all the time,
looking to develop and achieve material success. Filled
with potential, surround yourself with those that will help 
 you move into action to achieve your goals.



No matter what channel you have, it's always about following your
strategy and authority to use them correctly.

You don't have to do anything to activate a channel, simply be aware
that these are your strongest and most natural strengths and talents.

Focus on being aligned and the flow between your centers will be in
sync.

If you're out of alignment, then you may find yourself incorrectly using
your channels.

Take your time and breathe!
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